The next gen needs a network that can keep up.

K-12 Education

While your students and teachers are surrounded by more and more technology in their lives, the same is happening in their schools. The transformation into digitally immersive learning environments is under way. As a result, schools need more network capacity. And, as more digital information is accessed from outside of the schools themselves, true protection from cyber-attacks is vital.

Verizon offers cost-effective, reliable networks, advanced communications, equipment and security services specifically to help meet your district’s new communications needs. Our goal is to help you drive a secure, next gen learning experience - for this generation. And we’ll be with you every step of the way.

Connectivity solutions:
Whether you’re connecting each of your schools via a single network connection or unifying your network across all of your locations, we have the services to provide you with the fast, reliable and secure connections you need to operate at your best.

Fios internet:
Fios offers superfast internet access, including Gigabit Connection with speeds of up to 940 Mbps download and 880 Mbps upload (available only in select areas/states).* So whether teachers are instructing a class via video conference or uploading a file to distribute to staff, we help you get more done, faster and cost effectively over an advanced fiber network.

Internet Dedicated:
Encourage anytime learning with an infrastructure that’s up to the task. Our Internet Dedicated Service provides you with predictable, high speed internet access with up to 100 Gbps on a high-performance IP network that helps you prioritize key applications and allocate bandwidth based on changing needs in the school district.

Ethernet:
Our private Ethernet services combine security with world-class performance, allowing you to connect your schools and offices via one solution to deliver both IP and non-IP traffic securely at speeds of up to 10 Gbps. So, whether you choose to use Ethernet services alone or with our Internet access services, Verizon’s common access architecture provides you the flexibility to customize your network to match your changing environment.

Managed Network Services
Keeping up with the latest connectivity, security, and communications technology can be a task that takes up more time than you’d like during your day. Verizon can help. Stay focused on your education goals by letting us handle the day-to-day tasks of keeping your network secure, agile and scalable with our Managed Network Services. You manage the students and staff and let us manage the network—end to end or complementing your team.

Advanced communications and collaboration solutions:
Your schools are under pressure to keep costs down. To meet this challenge, Verizon offers advanced VoIP solutions that enable voice and data communication over a single IP network. So, whether you need to replace your existing legacy system with a cloud-based unified communications platform, link your current system across multiple locations or schools or use IP trunking to reduce the number of connection points, we can help your teachers and staff connect easily, reliably, and cost effectively. And we offer traditional ISDN PRI, business lines, and long distance services.

*Fios Gigabit Connection. Actual speeds vary due to device limits, network and other factors. Average speeds between 750-940 Mbps download /750-880 Mbps upload.
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Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) solutions:
It’s hard to keep your technology up to date. Choosing the right infrastructure and applications equipment can be daunting - but it does not have to be. No matter how complex the specific needs, Verizon can help schools capitalize on their IT investment by providing ongoing support for mission-critical communications infrastructure. With everything from routers, structured cabling to IP phones, our customer premises equipment solutions help you refresh technology as you see fit. Verizon has direct relationships with the industry’s premier manufacturers and suppliers of communications equipment and we offer equipment, installation, and maintenance services at competitive prices to help you take full advantage of advances in communications technology.

Why Verizon?
We’re a trusted partner to thousands of educational institutions who rely on us as the connection they need to drive better results. As an E-Rate service provider, we are committed to bringing you the best products at a great value. We have the scale, visibility and reach to serve your needs to help create a better learning experience for your students.

Learn more:
Speak with a representative at 1.855.343.7283 or by visiting: verizonenterprise.com/support/sales

Security solutions:
Our security services and teams help you plan and defend against possible cyber threats, so you’re able to properly protect your student and staff information. Threat Intel and Response Service is one of our security solutions that help you plan your defense against possible threats and take fast action to identify and contain unexpected events. We have other security professional services that will help you assess your network’s security gaps and recommend ways to close those gaps.

E-Rate
Our Fios, Internet Dedicated, Ethernet and advanced communications services are eligible for E-Rate funding. We have guided thousands of schools and libraries through the E-Rate process since its inception. And we have dedicated E-Rate resources on staff to answer your questions and help support your technology initiatives.

Service availability and internet speeds vary by location. See your VZ representative for details.